Medical Botanics (MB) Liquids Vs. Powders

UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Ok we've implemented a new system, since UPS/USPS keeps breaking liquids, and making
more money than we're shipping liquids around the USA. We'll be doing a youtube video
soon, and updating the site soon!!

The new system STARTER KITS and Refill Kits!
What's provided in the 5 Gallon "STARTER KIT":

1. 1 natural color, square, tight head reusable container for each product "for every 5
gallons of product you purchase ". We will also MARK the container at the 5
gallon mark with a sharpie
2. 2" cap for the containers 1 per container
3. Shutoff/spout that comes with 3/4" male threads, that you can thread into the 2"
cap 1 per container
4. 1 funnel PER ORDER "you just rinse it off, and reuse for all containers". Is a
QUALITY funnel with LARGE 2" spout. Makes it supper easy to pour powder/liquids
into the containers
5. All the ingredients needed to make 5 gallons of each product you purchase. These
will come in the container and sealed with a tamper proof lid.

All you'll have to do to make these "ready to use" liquid concentrates:

1. Unscrew the cap. "Canna makes/sells a $5-$10 wrench that works perfect for taking
the lid ON & OFF"
2. Buy R.o. machine or use Distilled water. "Our local grocery store sells cheap distilled
water for $.80 per gallon" YOUR CHOICE.
3. Boil the water. " Hot water dissolves the salts almost on contact" but "cold water
makes it a FUCKING NIGHTMARE" to mix the ingredients.
Some live in hot areas, so if you can utilize the suns heat by heating this water to over
100°F you’ll be better off than a guy who is using cold city water through a reverse
osmosis machine.
We understand that heating up a bunch of water is probably the toughest part, but the
alternatives is A LOT OF SHAKING, and with the grow/bloom B’s in particular you can
get non dissolved salts if the water is too cold.
4. Fill container up with about 2/3 Hot water, and shake VERY WELL!!! Until ALL the
powders are dissolved.
5. Now to finish:
Top up the container until you reach the 5 Gallon mark "we provided", place the lid
back on and shake.
TIP: This water doesn’t have to be as hot, as long as the powders are fully dissolved of course…
6. The main 2” lid needs to be drilled with a drill bit, unibit etc. We can’t do it for you,
because the containers would not be sealed. Good news is once it’s done, the starter
kit’s ready for a long life of service.

The rear small venting port needs to be drilled as well, so that the bottle doesn’t burb as you
pour from it, and can also cause a slower pour when using a spigot if not drilled too…

What's provided in the 5 Gallon "Refill KIT":
1. All the ingredients needed to make 5 gallons of each product you purchase.
2. These will come in the Sealable ziplock bag.

Again these premixed powders are the same TYPE USED, and WEIGH the same as the
ones used in our “Ready 2 go” liquid Concentrates... All you’re missing is us - “adding the
water”!!

TIP: DON’T USE POWDER TO FEED YOUR PLANTS. Please add them to your containers
and mix them with water first. GUARANTTING equal parts every time you feed… Yes these
are mixed, but not thoroughly enough to scoop directly out of the bag, and add to your
reservoirs. The goal is to have even parts of elements, food, chemicals, etc… every time you
use a product.
****Powders are just too hard IMHO to be evenly premixed properly to insure an exact
amount of NPK etc.., every time you feed with a product, especially the Micro Elements
since they’re used in such small amounts. *******

THE BIG SAVINGS!!!
The refill Kits are really where you can optimize your savings with us, because most likely
you already bought our “Starter Kits”, so you have all the containers.
Now all you have to do is order 5 gallon refill packages and save 30-40% more.
Example:

1. 5 gallon Grow A Starter Kit = $100 "Free Shipped"= $20 a Gallon
2. 5 gallon Grow A Refill Kit = $60-$70 "Free Shipped"= $12 - $14 a Gallon "Depend
if you buy in bulk"
FYI: A refill Kit comes with the premixed powders in a sealed bag, so all you have to do is:
1. rinse/clean your Starter container
2. Add the Refill powder with the funnel we already provided
3. Add HOT water & Shake

Below are the prices for the 5 gallon "starter kits" and "refill kits".

STARTER KITS:










5 Gallon
5 Gallon
5 Gallon
5 Gallon
5 Gallon
5 Gallon
5 Gallon
5 Gallon

Bloom Part B $100
Bloom Part A $100
Grow Part B $100
Grow Part A $100
Early PK Booster $125
LATE PK Booster $125
Cal $90
Mag $90

Refill KITS:
1-2 Bag = 30% Discount
3-4 Bag PER PRODUCT = 40% Discount
5+ Bag PER PRODUCT = 50% Discount









5 Gallon
5 Gallon
5 Gallon
5 Gallon
5 Gallon
5 Gallon
5 Gallon
5 Gallon

Bloom Part B $70, $60, $50
Bloom Part A $70, $60, $50
Grow Part B $70, $60, $50
Grow Part A $70, $60, $50
Early PK Booster $88, $75, $62
LATE PK Booster $88, $75, $62
Cal $63, $54, $45
Mag $63, $54, $45

TIP: These “Refill Kits” come sealed, so they don’t expire, so don’t be afraid to buy
in bulk. Just keep them sealed and in a dry, dark, and cool area.

Products that come ready to use from us:











Hormone-Vitamin Booster $200 4 Gallon "Comes in a 1 Gallon bottle x4 Strong"
Plant Flusher $25 1 Gallon "Comes in a 1 LITER bottle x4 Strong"
Amino Acid Booster Hydrolyzed Whey Protein $15 1 Pound
Carbo Booster $15 1 Pound “makes 4 Gallons of Carboloader©”
Silica Booster $13 1 Pound “makes 4 Gallons of Silica Blast©”
H2O2 35% Food Grade “Hydrogen Peroxide” 5 Gallons $100 FREE SHIPPED, Comes with 5 Gallon
SQUARE TIGHT Container, Lids, and Spigot/Shutoff Valve
Bushy – Bushmaster KNOCK OFF – Pgr – USED early flower to stop stretch, and kick start preflowers 1 Gallon $50 FREE SHIPPED "Comes in a 1 LITER bottle x4 Strong"
Hard Knox – Gravity KNOCK OFF – Pgr – USED Late flower to HARDEN THE BUDS 1 Gallon $50
FREE SHIPPED "Comes in a 1 LITER bottle x4 Strong"
Clone Dip – Compares to: Dip n Grow© 1 LITER bottle" $20 FREE SHIPPED
Clone Feed Solution - Compares to: Clonex Clone Solution© 1 Gallon "Comes in a 1 LITER bottle
x 4 Strong" $20 FREE SHIPPED

